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WESTERN MINNESOTA STATE TEACHERS COLLEGE
VOLUME XLIX

Dorothy Maynor Entertains In
Lyceum Series Next Wednesday

Dorothy
"I just like to sing," is the mod
est statement of Dorothy Maynor,
the highly acclaimed Negro so
prano, when she is asked questions
concerning the nature of her suc
cess. She appears here on Wednes
day, April 2, in the Moorhead Ar
mory. But to know Miss Maynor
for five minutes is to realize that
she is much more important than
her simple and modest attitude
would indicate.
Friendly Personality
The first impression when you
meet her is of a short, golden skin
ned young woman, alive with the
joy and happiness of life. There
is an immediate friendliness in hre
greeting. She smiles—and her face
lights up in a combination of dim
ples, shining deep brown eyes and
sincere good will, which reduce even
the hardest boiled citizen to loyal
"fans." Miss Maynor, with every
body praising her singing, is still
incredulous over her success, and is
surprised that anyone should be at
all interested in her, and has the
humility of all great people who
do not like to speak of themselves.
She has the healthy interests of
most young women of her age, gets
up early for a round of tennis,
drives a car, and takes joy in the
decoration of her studio apartment
in New York. She laughs often and
infectiously and is not above a
practical Joke on her friends now
and then.
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Maynor
nations of consonants. She has the
childlike faith and assurance which
learns by ear rather than by psysiological rules." An eager and in
tense worker, the long hours of
study are pure joy to this happy
and healthy young artist. Her only
difficulty is the occasional necessity
to stop to attend to the dull routine
of living. She isn't married—hasn't
had time to think of it. Just now,
her ambition is to study and study
to be an ever better musician; and
nothing presents a happier pros
pect.
(Continued on Page Four)

Civic Orchestra
Plays On Campus
Sunday, April 6

Ghost To Haunt
Mildew Hall
On April 3, 4
"The actors have really caught
the spirit of the play. They're hav
ing fun doing it—romping around
like kids," says Mr. Herold Lillywhite, director of Ghost of Mildew
Hall. In fact, the play "moves so
fast, by next week it will take your
breath away to watch it."
"But please stay away from re
hearsals" Simon asks. All rehear
sals next week will be held behind
closed doors. It seems the word is
going 'round that the play is worth
sneaking in to see even during re
hearsals, but think of the interest
and suspense which will be lost for
the final productions April 3 and 4.
As if the murders, blackouts, and
what not weren't enough, it is rum
ored that a storm has been added
to help create the mood.
Recording In Rehearsals
Something entirely new in play
production was tried last week end
when a recording of the play was
made. The recording of the regular
rehearsal was complete with promp
tings, interruptions and criticisms.
This chance for actors to hear them
selves as others do will perhaps do
more than any other one thing to
help them see where they most
need to improve upon or even change
their characterization.
Mr. Lillywhite says the thing
that has surprised him most in this
play is the splendid quality of the
new actors—most of whom are tak
ing part in a college production for
the first time.
This first activity to be sponsored
by the new student commission calls
for the support of every student.
Receipts from the play first will go
to the student commission fund
and the balance will be placed with
the fund to purchase a recording
machine for the college.
Between Acts Novelty
Between acts of the play will be
a novelty dance in Greek soldier
costumes by Marlys Geraghty,
Moorhead; Elsie Ryan and Audrey
Remmee, Fargo. Corinne Johnson,
Fergus Falls, and Margaret Wat
son, Fargo, will play two piano and
organ selections.

Calling All College
Hep-Cats To Swing
At Hop Tonight

The Fargo-Moorhead Civic Or
chestra will play its last concert of
Dance to the swing of Gil
the season Sunday afternoon, April
Wagner's baton at the first
6, at four o'clock in Weld Hall Au
spring all-college hop tonight
ditorium at MSTC. It is open to the
from 9:00 to 11:30 in the big
public and a silver offering will be
gym. Our own Doug Shephard
taken to defray concert expenses.
is cornetist with this four-piece
Sigvald Thompson is conductor and
band from the A. C., sez "Wim
J. Andrew Ponder is concertmaster.
py" Rosier, newly-elected social
Agnes J. Kise, contralto, will be
commissioner. And don't be
soloist with the orchestra. She is a
bashful, girls, this isn't strictly
member of the faculty of the Con
a "date dance"—so what if the
cordia Conservatory of Music. Her
boys are scarce! Admission is
numbers will be three Brahms songs,
twenty-five cents per person.
the accompaniments arranged by
Conies From Virginia
Mr. Thompson for strings.
Although she comes from Nor
The program is as follows: Fuga
folk. Va„ where her father'was a Ricercata, Bach; Molto allegro from
Methodist minister, Miss Maynor String Quartet in G, Mozart; Con
speaks with only little suggestion tralto solos, Mtnnelied, Feldeinof a Southern accent. She seems samkeit, and Standchen, by Brahms;
to have an instinct for beautiful
symphony, Allegro, Len
speech, and has worked at her Chamber
to, and Presto by Sigvald Thomp
French and German diction until son.
they are almost as flawless as her
Students and faculty members
English. Her German teacher com from
By Ha Lokken
our campus in the orchestra
Bernice Rickman, Chicago sopramented recently: "I was astonished are: Bertram McGarrity, Rosemary
at her ability to imitate sounds Bloom, Meda Westberg, Janice ro, captured the hearts of a typ
ical MSTC chapel audience Wed
and Inflections and difficult combi- Christensen, and Florence Felde.
nesday with music of singular pur
ity and a charm of manner rarely
felt.
May 9 -10 Are Tentative Dates Selected
Prom the first moment of her
appearance, we were aware of the
For All ' College Play, "Pillars Of Society"
precious, electric quality of voice
and personality of the singer. Some
Climax of the speech department's "The Ghost of Mildew Hall" is laid thing of this spirit was caught by
spring schedule will be the all- to rest.
the audience, with a fine enthusi
college play, "Pillars of Society" by
The play in its original form was asm.
Hendrik Ibsen. May 9-10 have been extraordinarily long, being a four
In trying to discover the key to
set by Mr. Lillywhite as the ten act drama. This necessitated cut this hold on her hearers, I ven
tative dates for this production.
ting it to two-thirds its former tured back stage after the concert.
The cast of characters, to be se length.
Per one thing, I wanted to know
lected by Mr. Lillywhite from the
"Pillars of Society" is a vehicle about audience reactions—a favorite
fifty-five aspirants who attended of protest against the false moral subject with me.
tryouts this week, will be posted on ity, of respectable society. In a vil
Interviewing Miss Rickman was
Monday, March 31. There are speak lage of Ibsen's native Sweden, de a lark—she did all the work. Some
ing parts for nine men, one boy, velops an intense conflict between times our students are accused of
and nine women. The two maids, those who beleive in keeping the not appreciating a finer type of
two men servants, and twenty outward aspects of morality by music," I explained. "What is your
townspeople, are walk-on parts. In means of prejudice and evil, and reaction to our reaction today?"
all, the list includes forty-five those who rebel against this pat
Praises Audience
characters.
tern.
Her response was definite, enthu
Rehearsals will start as soon as
In the fact that this play could, siastic. "Why, do you know," she
and does, happen anytime in any said, "I got the impression that you
community, lies the universality of were a very cultured audience—had
"Pillars of Society."
even taken courses in music appre
ciation, for instance."
Plans for the annual spring field
During the rest of the interview,
trip scheduled for May 15 te 18,
dominated substantially by the dis
were made at a meeting of the
arming friendliness and vitality of
Geography Council held Monday
the singer, we learned a number
evening. Included in the itinerary
of things. Notable among them was
At
a
class
meeting
for
rural
teach
the fact that Miss Rickman herself
are Pipestone, Mankato, Rochester,
Red Wing, St Pa.ul, and Interstate ers held Tuesday evening, March once attended "compulsory chapel"
25,
it
was
decided
to
have
a
class
at college in Oregon.
Park at Taylor Falls. Arnold ErickAnd here I discovered the partial
son. Lake Bronson, Ruth Foreman, of laboratory supervision for super
vising
teachers
in
rural
affiliated
secret, perhaps, of her success. In
Moorhead, and James Frey, Leon
schools.
making up her program, she ex
ard, N. D., are in charge of plans,
Plans were also made for the plained, she thinks back to those
with Leslie Knox, Mentor, and Con sixteenth
annual
rural
school
visit
stance Sautebin, Davenport, N. D., ations May 1 and 2. County super days in Oregon, trying to decide, in
her own words "Would I like this
as assistants.
intendents in the areas, rural teach
An informative talk about rocks, ers, those associated with the rural song, if I were sitting out there, or
their uses, and ways of identifying department at MSTC and others would that one be better?" Thus
she sang a varied program, every
them, was made by J. R. Schwen- interested in rural schools are in number of which was enthusiastic
vited. During this time nine affili ally received, from Strauss's, "Tales
demann.
ated schools will be visited. There
Refreshments were served by Elsie will also be demonstrations in phas from the Vienna Woods," to an
operatic aria from Puccini's "TosAnderson, Moorhead, and Dorothy es of rural teaching and group ca." Ordinarily, she would build
(Continued on Page Four)
Dettman, Judson, N. D.
discussions.

Rickman Wins
Audience With
Her Personality

Itinerary Shaped
For Annual Trip

Rural Teachers
Plan For Future

1

-

Marjorie Hallberg Is
1942 Dragon Editor
Board Selects
Dan Murphy
Assoc. Editor

Dan Murphy

Marjorie Hallberg

Western MEA Meets
At MSTC Next Fall
Toinlison, Fodor, Durant, and
Vas Dias To Be Principal Speakers
The convention of the western
division of the Minnesota Educa
tion Association will be held in
Moorhead on October 23 and 24.
The theme of the convention this
year will be "Strengthening Demo
cracy Through Education." Princi
pal speakers for the four general
sessions have already been selected.
They are: Arnold Vas Dias, M. W.
Fodor, Will Durant, and Edward
Tomlinson.
Arnold Vas Dias is the wellknown Dutch correspondent who
for fourteen years was London edi
tor of the Telegraaf of Amsterdam.
He is now in the United States and
acts as correspondent for the Batavian newspaper "De Java Bode." He
has made a special study of the
problems of the Netherlands' East
Indies and is an authority on the
East Indian situation.
Fodor European Correspondent
M. W. Fodor was for ten years
the Central European correspond
ent of the Philadelphia Public Led
ger and the New York Post and
Central European correspondent of
the Manchester Guardian. He has
also served the Chicago Daily News
Syndicate as Central European cor
respondent and, during the past
few years, has been roving Euro
pean correspondent for that paper.
He is the author of "The World
Revolution" and "South of Hitler."
He comes to the convention as an
authority on the European situa
tion. Will Durant is the famous
philosopher who is known for "The
Story of Philosophy," "The Life of
Greece," "Philosophy and Social
Problems," "Adventures and Gen
ius", "Transition," and many oth
ers. He will address the convention
on the subject "Does Nazism mean
World Revolution?" Edward Tom
linson is a famous journalist. He
is the author of "New Roads to
Riches in the Other Americas" and
other wcrks and one of the fore
most authorities on New World af
fairs. His address before the con
vention will deal with the South
American problem.
Sectional Meetings Planned
There will be a conference on
rural education and a large sec
tional meeting in general elemen
tary ducation, as well as a section-

MS Art Gallery
On Exhibit
The Dragon Art gallery will ex
hibit another group of Minnesota,
paintings, according to Miss Ma
tilda A. Williams, head of the art
department. Miss Harriet Seeling
of the art department of Bemidji
State Teachers College is sending
a large collection of water color
landscapes to be placed on display
in the art rooms on third floor of
MacLean Hall.
A good many' of Miss Seeling's
paintings have already arrived, giv
ing students an admiring glimpse
of her colorful style of picturing
the beautiful forest and lake coun
try around her home In Bemidji.

al meeting on reading. There will
also be sectional meetings on ad
ministration, social seience, con
servation, English, natural science,
band and orchestra, vocal music,
commercial education, speech, phy
sical education, guidance and coun
seling, art, audio-visual aids, indus
trial arts, home economics, and per
haps a few others.
Eminent educational leaders from
far and wide will be brought in to
contribute to the success of the
convention. There will be a large
commercial exhibit and perhaps an
audio-visual aids exhibit, find also
dinners, luncheons, and various
other activities.

Alums Active In
Various Fields
Several interesting bits of infor
mation have been received lately
with regard to various alumni of
MSTC.
Miss Florence Koops, Glyndon,
who transferred to the University
of Minnesota in 1939 after attend
ing MSTC for three years, graduat
ed this spring from the Home Eco
nomics Course and has received a
position as Home Demonstration
Agent for Todd County.
Mr. Percy Gilbert, B. E. '39, Moor
head, and Fern Hougard, who grad
uated from the two year course in
1938, are to be married June 1,
1941. Mr. Gilbert is at present work
ing with the Boy Scouts of America
and is stationed at Brainerd, Min
nesota.
Miss Alice Corneluissen recently
received a letter from Miss Mar
garet Meland who is teaching at
Juneau. Alaska. Miss Corneliussen
also visited the Hitterdal school
where three alumnae, Miss Phyllis
Hendrickson, Genevieve Domian,
and Annabelle Cruikshank have
teaching positions.
Mr. Bill Cm-ran who graduated
from the two year course and is
now industrial arts instructor at
the Fargo Public School has been
given the position as captain of
the State Defense Force.

Marjorie Hallberg, Spooner, will edit the Dragon for
1942 according to the decis
ion of the publication board
at its last week's meeting.
The board appointed Dan
Murphy, Pelton, to the asso
ciate editorship.
Besides her work as acting
editor this spring, since Wilbert Johnson left with the
National Guard unit, Miss
Hallberg is active in Sigma
Tau Delta, national honor
ary English fraternity, and
Euterpe Singers and is vice
president of Psi Delta Kappa,
social sorority. A junior, ahe
is majoring in English and
minoring in music and
speech.
Dan Murphy, a sophomore,
is present sports editor on
the Dragon and assistant
sports editor for the MiSTiC.
He has participated in track
and football and holds mem
bership in the Owl fraternity.
The present staff will have
completed its work by April
15 and will be ready for dis
tribution the last part of
May.

Flash! Flash!

Latest Dope On
The 66 Phantom"

By Gwen Easter
"Ah, collusion, huh?" "Where was
you the night of the crime?" "Na,
we don't come in yet—OMalley's
gotta come on first." With an air
of mystery and breath-taking dra
ma, the "Ghost" goes into full
swing in its last week of rehearsal.
The lights go out suddenly—through
the pitch blackness comes a blood
curdling shriek—another body is
found outside the window. Lest this
should sound too much like a
"Lights Out" drama or a "Green
Hornet" episode, may we suggest
it isn't all in this vein—it's funny
too.
To the time of "That's the idea
—rip through it!" "Should know
those lines by now—pick up your
cues!" Simon Legree Lillywhite
lashes his whip, and a variety of
characters you'd find in no other
college but ours ten years hence
gallop through their paces.
Flash! Flash! Preview of coming
attractions—glimpses of histrionic
endeavors:
It's a critical moment—OMalley's
fist lashes out to slug Butch—he
pauses—waiting for the interruption
of Pinky's entrance—Pinky enters
not—OMalley follows through with
the punch. The show must go on.
Major Operation (Gunderson)
puffs out his chest and struts on
the stage in true (?) army 6tyle.
"Whew—I'm all pooed out Just from
expanding my chest," sigh "Twoton" after his exit.
The critic audience (the cast)
claps its hands so loudly at the
expiration of the second act that
Dan (Axel Vjernsen) Murphy's ren
dition of "Nikolina" (riot Nels Jessen style) can scarcely be heard.
Watch for the two dumb lieuten
ants who follow Major Operation
around and for Chester's "tone
placement" scene, in particular. It
might not be a bad idea to keep your
eyes open all the tame during this
(Continued on Page Four)

Student Poll Indicates Favors OF Present Lyceum
Policy With Representation Granted
At chapel exercises last Wednes
day, a survey was taken of the
opinions of the students concerning
the lyceum policy of MSTC. 238
students favored cooperation with
Concordia and the Amphion Chorus
if representatives are granted to the
selection committee and a financial
statement issued to us. To develop
an independent lyceum series on
the campus which would provide
more variety than possible under
the present system—drama, ballet
and variety beyond music is fav
ored by 186. Only 50 votes were
cast for the continuance of the
present policy as it is today with
no change. Of the faculty, six

members favored the present sys
tem with its required modifications
and sixteen desired the develop
ment of an independent policy in
regard to lyceum programs. Con
tinued affiliation with the Amphion
Chorus will no doubt be the future
policy of the school if the Amphion
will grant us representation on the
selection committee and a financial
report.
In reference to the types of pro
grams preferred by the students, a
majority indicated a first choice in
drama and a second in bands with
vocal soloists and danse forms run
ning close third and fourth.
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The WESTERN MiSTiC

. Spring Training

Subscription price, $1.50; single copies 5c. Student Activity Fee in
elude* subscription to each student regularly enrolled and to each home
from which student comes. Subscription also Included in the alumni dues.
A weekly newspaper published by Moorhead State Teachers College
every Friday of the College year. Printed in the College Print Shop and
issued at the College.
Entered as second class matter at the Postoffice at Moorhead, Minne
sota.
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By Jule Crume
Just supposing that one day next
week you should come into MacLean Hall and find a sign to this
effect on the bulletin board in the
exchange: The administration has
decided that beginning March—the
student commission shall be disKdi tor-in-Chief banded, no further issues of the
Managing Editor MiSTiC will be printed, and there
state Editor wijj jje no more coffee forums held

N' WS Editor
, T.„arrnf
Assistant News Editor
MolU.
Sports Editor
One dreads to think of what might
Organization Editor happen if the students lost their
Chief Editorial11 Writer democratic government and yet if
Column Editor we are truly honest, just how much
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Urban Anderson

Qhmn Gunderson

For Democracy
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u u e c ,
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Dorothy Telgen, Leona Mae Sharbono.

An Open Letter Disagreeing With A
Previous Lyceum Course Commentary

right would many of us have to

These organs of democracy have
not always existed. Some students
at some time were interested enough
to agitate for these rights we have
now. Administrators and instructors,
pleased With the initiative shown
by these young people, cooperated
to the fullest extent until today we
have three organs of student opin
ion and student government on our
campus.
We have these organs of demo
cracy, but do we deserve them? Do
we support the productions spon
sored by the student commission?
Do we take advantage of the opportunity to express our ideas in letters to the editor or the open forum
in the jvnsTiC? Have we attended
five coffee forums this year?
Democracy isn't something far off
that is simply nice to talk about;
jt>s something real that we can
maj,e ijve on our campus today if
we bUf show a little interest and
effort,
put forth a
what with the present world situati0n, we are far more likely to
become panicky; propaganda is
used more and more; censorship is
necessity more rigid. Surely at
SUCh a time we realize the necessity
a student form of government
where young people can gather and
freely express their opinions. It is
a privilege which will make for
sane balance. Doing has always
meant more than talking in any
thing; a successful democracy is no
exception.

Screamst Thuds, Shots - Indicate
True Thriller When Ghost Arises
Phew! I guess you thought you
had me that time, didn't you? What
am I talking about? Well, it's a
story of vengeance or an attempt
to perpretate such.
This week in speech class Tina
Titmouse ventured forth to hear
some of those enchanting words of
wisdom. One gal did some cute
tricks with taps on them. Now, Tina
always was curious so she scurried
over and clambered into the shoe
and went down to the toe to look
things over. MARLOWE FOSS al
ways the hero for ladies in distress,
marshalled his forces, advanced,
counter-attacked and trapped Tina
in the shoe. A swift salley out the
door and poor Tina was no more.

As is customary in speech class,
Mr. LILLYWHITE asked the re
turned conquistador, "How did you
feel?" MARLOWE replied, "Oh,
swell. Wish someone else could have
seen me do it." Wonder whom he
meant.
A minor population trend at pres
ent seems to still be in a westward
direction. Sophomore MARIE ARNESON decided that winter stayed
too long, school wasn't her chief
interest, so she left this week for
California. Maybe she'll have a
FAIR-ly good time now!
Two years of this institution evi
dently does things to people for
another sophomore went into ac
tion. LORRAINE ISTA this week

took the matrimonial leap with a
Chicagoan and was rumored to be
California bound. Now if you need
examples for spring behavior, there
you are!
Hear tell that hand in hand with
spring cleanings, a lot of people
have been changing their abodes
with great rapidity.
All the doubting Dragons found
that pulchritude and vivacity were
not out of place in a concert artist.
MISS RICKMAN's ability to per
form a variety of classics of music
and still remain very natural and
unaffected. Her rendition of the
Brahm's "Lullaby" really hit the
spot in the student ranks.
Chapel this week also proved
another point. Hasskamp's remarks
last week in his farewell speech
about democracy and its practical
applications were scoffed by some,
but the fact remains that we were
allowed to voice our opinion on the
present question before our lyceum
committee. As voting is one of the
best ways of getting democratic
opinion it is followed by democratic
action.
I swam through hub dub water
to Weld Hall which was all aglow
from turrent to dungeon. Stealing
up to the door which was ajar, I
started in through the crack. Just
started, for a bedlam broke loose.
A crash of tinkling of glass, a thud
of a body, shots, a dark stage and
blood chilling screams—no fevered
mental processes were necessary to
tell me that the second murder of
the coming All Dragon production
Ghost of Mildew Hall, had taken
place. Curling up my tail and tuck
ing upv my fur to keep out of the
slush, I flew home and told Gramps
he had to increase my allowance
to two pieces of Roquefort a week
so I could sell 'em for two bits to
take in that campus tragedy on
April 3 and 4. I'll be there if I can
gather up my courage and find my
smelling salts.

Mr. Editor.
I would like to present my views in regard to the article written
Flip a coin, folks; that's the easi stealing diamonds and is sent to
by Vernon Wedul in regard to lyceum numbers appearing in the issue
dated Friday, March 14. 1941
est way to decide which you want a prison camp, from which he re
I believe that MSTC should continue as a part of the Amphion
to see of the movies that are coming turns to prove his innocence. The
Artists Course.
to Fargo and Moorhead Theatres characters are Victor McLaglen,
There has been much discourse among the student body as to the
this week. The stories include every John Loden, Anna Nagel, and Phil
. advisability of continuing under the present set up. One reason given
thing from murders to marihuana ip Dorm.
"Lucky Partners" co-stars your
against it was that too few of the students attended because of the
and from diamond mines to oil
two favorites, Ginger Rogers and
classical type of numbers, making the cost per student too great to
fields, so you can take your pick.
warrant this expenditure. Let me ask this question—would those disinRonald Coleman at the Roxy Sun
Coming to the State Friday
day through Tuesday.
terested laggards who enjoy a cheap 15 cent movie more than a real
and Saturday is "Night Train"
program go to a less classical program put on by MS. I doubt it very
That's all for now.
which is an exciting story about
But wait—in the lights at Weld
much!
World War II. A young man
The second reason given is that the programs consist of classical
hall next Thursday and Friday are
(Rex Harrison) is sent to Ger
a score of MSTC celebrities in "The
representations of such a high standard that students without special
many by the English secret ser
Ghost of Mildew Hall." Perhaps
musical training cannot fully appreciate them. I feel that I am reprevice. He is disguised as a Ger
you're going to see whether any
sentative of a majority of the student body in so far as musical
man officer so that he may help
body's been spying on you—or may
training and ability is concerned. I am a member of the choir and
free an English scientist and his
be you want to polish the apple
daughter (Margaret Lockwood)
have taken the music appreciation course required of all MS students
who are being held by the Ger
for that English course—but maybe
and that is the extent of my musical training. Considering that, I
mans.
you're just naturally interested in
believe that my views are consistent with a large number of the
"Hudson's Bay" showing Sunday
student body.
through Thursday, is a northwoods murder mysteries. Whatever your
drama, starring Paul Muni, Laird motive, I'll be haunting you.
I attended both the Navy Band
Cregar, John Sutton, and Gene
program and Alec Templeton's. I
Tierney. The story concerns Pierre
enjoyed both to the fullest extent.
Miss Tic
Radisson, an explorer who interests
In fact I'll never forget the thrills
an expatriated English peer in Hud-Rnd enjoyment I experienced at
so Bay trapping. The Englishman
hearing those great artists. My es
returns to England to form the
timate is that approximately 50 per
Hudson Bay Trading company and
cent of MSTC students present felt
the explorer goes hack to the wilds.
much the same as I did. Probably
Watch for the scene where Laird
20 or 30 per cent present who have
Cregar breaks out of jail. Cregar
greater talent and ability along
is a huge comedian who nearly
this line enjoyed it to a greater
steals the whole show from Muni.
extent. About 20-30 per cent left at
James Cagney, Ann Sheridan,
the intermission or sat through it
By Duane Moen
and Pat O'Brien come to the
with discomfort. Would it be jus
muzuzc to
^ discontinue QO
Orchestra leader Xavier Cugat, sion, in a special broadcast today at
Moorhead Friday and Saturday
tifiable
as part of
the Amphion Artist course because whose interpretations of congas, 6;4a p. m over the combined netin "Torrid Zone." It's about an
wor
s
of this minority?
rhumbas, sambas, and tangos, have
^ of the National Broadcasting
American cafe singer with whom
If MS should put on its own neatly supplemented the work of Company
The changes will be
two men are in love, a compli
the
u
programs in the future it would
- S. State Department in furunder the provisions of the
cation which brings trouble to
be limited because of financial rea- thering friendly relations between
/
the fruit plantation.
sons to a more common and easily the United States and the other
Regional Radio conferSunday, Monday, and Tuesday
available type. Most of us will have Americas, will be the guest on "I'm cnce, held in Havana in 1937. The Joel McCrea stars in "Foreign Cor
opportunities galore during our life- an American," Sunday. March 30. Havana treaty laid out a complete respondent" with "I Want a Div
time to make these available to our The program will be heard over radlo frequency map for the entire orce" coming on Wednesday and
entertainment. How many times will Y.BC-WDAY at 11:15 a. m. Cugat continent th.,q pijmmntir.a nw Thursday. Joan Blondell and Dick
u
we be able to attend presentations was born near Barcelona, Spain, at
*'
eliminating the Powell, who are in reality happily
of Alec Templeton's calibre These the turn of the century, but came causes of annoying interference be- married, play the parts of the cou
renowned artists are booked a year to Cuba in 1903 with his family. He tween stations in different coun- ple desiring to sever their matri
or two years in advance, very often returned to Europe while still a tries, notably those of Mexico and monial ties.
Judging by the long waiting
coming to Moorhead at a cheaper youngster to study music. Immedi* r h
, r.narf„
H
TTr,t+~a
rate due to the diplomacy of the ately after hearing young Cugat Cuba and Canada and the Umted
list for Christopher Morley's
Moorhead Amphion. It is seldom Play violin at a Barcelona concert, States.
"Kitty Foyle" at the library,
they appear in vicinities of the size Enrico Caruso hired him as assisteveryone wants!1 to read about
in which most of us will be em- big artist and brought him to the An Administrator's Mood
this typical American white col
ployed as teachers. Their fees range United States on a concert tour, (With numerous apologies to E. A
lar girl. Now you can see her
"Spring- whispers in a young- hoy's ear what the young
from $1,000 to $2,500 per appear- The Spanish lad liked it so much
at the Fargo theatre for one
Poe)
girl has been thinking all winter."
ance. What costs others $4 to $10 he's been here ever since,
week starting Friday. Ginger
Once upon a midnight dreary, while
Rogers as Kitty Foyle won the
to see we see for $1 or $2.
A Mutual engineer has just
I pondered weak and weary
academy award. The rich young
I have found in my experience
discovered an odd broadcasting
Over many a quaint and curious
man is played by Dennis Mor
that music appreciation can be desuperstition of Boake Carter,
invoice
due
to
deals;
gan. The film was given a four
veloped if you'll give it a chance.
When the newscaster did his
While I nodded, nearly napping,
We are members of an institu
"A" rating by Merle Potter,
first show for his new brewery
suddenly there came a tapping,
tion of higher learning. Then why
Minneapolis movie critic.
sponsor recently, the program
As
of
someone
gently
rapping,
not have programs available to the
An action drama, "Flowing Gold"
originated at a New York hotel.
rapping at the office door.
students that will match our stan
is at the State theatre, Friday and
As usual, as on all remote pick
" 'Tis some visitor", I muttqred, Saturday. The plot evolves around
dards.
ups, the engineer used two
"tapping at the office door- an oil gambler, who makes a last
Many of us have not entirely
mikes in case one should go
Only this, and nothing more." desperate attempt to strike it rich,
approved of a few of the chapel
dead. He placed one mike to the
Oh. 'twas nothing, I assure you, helped by a tough crew. The cast
programs presented during the win
right of Carter, the other to
but a fancied thought to lure includes John Garfield, Frances
ter. Do you want more of these?
his left. But before he went on
you.
I'm inclined to believe that attend
Farmer, and Pat O'Brien, who form
the air. Carter had the mike on
To consider ( gen'rously, the plight a love triangle.
By George Dunn
but in so doing they did not form
ance would be very low at times if
his right side switched to his
of
those
who
'tend
to
bills:
In answer to a direct thrust at a partnership. When asked if they
attendance were not required. I
A movie titled "The Burning
left too. Seems that Carter al
Since
the
average
salesman,
rarely
this column of a few issues ago I would accept part of any deficit
would rather listen to the radio
Question" will open a three day
ways has the mike on his left
finds it handy to think fairly
feel that it is only right that I which might result they answered
than hear someone attempt to sing
engagement at the State Sun
side. He started that way when
With
commiseration
for
the
one
should avail myself of an oppor in the negative. Therefore, any de
who should be taking voice lessons
day. It deals with the smoking
he first went on the air many
who's blamed for bills,—
tunity for retaliation.
ficit which might arise would of
of marihuana cigarets and its
• in kindergarten.
years ago, and claims that
*
*
*
•
Who
does
the
shuffling
and
the
necessity have to be taken care of
effect on the mind and body of
whenever he deviated from this
By cooperating with Concordia
spacing
of
the
bills,—
In the first place, the writer wants by the Amphion. Since only once
a beautiful girl. The film was
placing, the program was below
and Amphion we as MS students
of
the
bills,
bills,
bills,
bills,
to use the great principle of demo has the course shown a profit the
produced with the cooperation
par. Carter is heard over Mubills, bills, bills,
cracy, the satisfaction of the ma Amphion artist board has taken it
. have the opportunity to attend four
of federal authorities and offic
tual-KVOX Mondays, Wednes
Yes,
the
moaning
and
the
groaning
jority as the basis for his argu in the neck—and without a com
ials of many states, and shows
days, and Saturdays at 7:30
or five excellent programs a year.
o'er the bills.
ments. The purpose of the Lyceum plaint. These men made good the
p.
m.
their
efforts
to
prevent
use
of
• With MS financing her own pro
course is to engender a cultural losses from their own personal
the illegal weed.
Radio's moving day, the mass There are those who'll call this
grams we could have three or four
drivel, and with such I can not • John Hubbard and Marjorie Wea appreciation in the students of the accounts. How then can the col
quibble;
slightly lower grade performances shift of America's stations to new
ver team up for "Murder Among colleges involved. How can this goal leges, which reap nothing but bene
But you'll admit I could in fancy Friends" on Wednesday and Thurs be accomplished if only mediocre fits from the program and which
-or five or six per year of the level wave lengths on Saturday, March
paraphrase a long encounter
programs are offered? In this in will accept none of the responsibil
of some of our poorer chapeL pro 29, will be explained for the listener With a somnambulistic quota-filling day at the State.
"Wagons Westward" is, as you stance the writer used an analogy ity, demand a share in the selec
by
James
L.
Fly,
chairman
of
the
representative—
grams. Take your choice, students,
would guess by the title, a western which is so false as to be almost tion?
» • • *
But let it pass—I gained this in story about the life of twin broth unworthy of print. He stated that
and voice It. Before coming to any Federal Communications Commisspiration for "po' poetry"
Another thought and a very per
ers one of whom is a cruel bandit, to offer programs of a superior
definite conclusions, let's all attend
And if anyone'll print it I'll do such the other, a law enforcement offic quality to students of undeveloped tinent one—as far as the quality of
the two coming attractions at the
er sent out to bring in his brother tastes is comparable to starting a the programs is concerned—anyone
ravin'—nevermore!
Armory in April.
dead or alive. Chester Morris, Anita math student out with solid geom can sing the same songs Richard
—Jas. A. Dahl
Louise, Buck Jones, and Ona Mun- etry. One cannot give a true ap
Crooks or Melton sing, but I doubt
Ed. Note—This was written by son are the players who work out
Phone 3-0570
preciation of the arts by hobnob
D I A L 3-1546
if they can do them the way these
James A. Dahl of Glyndon who is this complicated situation. It's at
bing with the trashy side of them.
an alum.
the Isis Friday and Saturday
two men can. Anyone can give a
If average good programs are pre
The movie version of the
reading, but not the way Dorothy
sented, then the benefits will be
freshman class play "What a
Thompson
can give one.
Life" is Sunday, Monday, and
524 Center Ave.
average. If average programs are
*
*
*
*
Tuesday's feature at the Isis.
Moorhead
BALDWIN PIANOS
the goal of the opposition then
You
can
lead
a
horse
to water
Jackie Cooper is Henry Aldrich,
throw the whole lyceum out the but you can't make him drink
the high school boy whose trou
ZENITH RADIOS
window—you can get better per some of you won't go to the things
bles make up the story.
Africa's diamond mines are the formance at any 20c movie. Another really worth hearing and a larger
f
scene of "Diamond Frontier" which false analogy—a fallacy pertaining
number of us won't go to anything
Lunches - Meals
shows at the Roxy Friday and Sat to "taxation without representation".
that is inferior to the type of pro
urday.
A
man
is
falsely
accused
of
Fountain Service
Rank foolishness—when the two gram which the Lycuem course has
colleges, MSTC and Concordia ac so far presented. Now let's get down
IUUZTBATOI
DEy-IG N E By
GOOD COFFEE
cepted the lyceum course they ac to brass tacks and forget this ani
ENGBAVE
LITMO PtATE MAKES!/
University of Minnesota employ
610 Center Ave.
Moorhead
ment bureau has placed nearly i,- cepted the responsibility of paying mosity—we've had the best in the
706 Center Ave.
Moorhead
FA R G
NO. DAIC.
200 NYA students in campus em $1400 a year for tickets to the per past and let's play ball with the
ployment.
formances. They did so willingly Amphion and keep it up.

Behind
The
Mike

Tabs On
Music

COMSTOCK TAXI

Dr. L. M. Dahl
—Dentist—

Remember the

DAKOTA PHOTO
ENGRAVING Co.

ALAMO

Thorson's Electric
Shop

ACP
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Extensive Phy. Ed. Program Next Week
Precedes Main Event
Women's Convention
Monday. March 31 and Tuesday,
April 1. there will be a meeting at
the
—_ College of the Convention
~
of
College Women Directors of Physical Education. Thi sgroup is limited to Women directors of depart
ments of Physical Education in four
year colleges. They come from Mis
souri, Iowa, Minnesota, North and
South Dakota, Kansas, Nebraska,
and Colorado.
The college Physical Education
department will be host. The con
vention opens Monday at 9. Meet
ings will be in Ingleside, Room 250
and 232.
Thirty to'forty delegates are ex
pected. Luncheon Monday will be
in the Hollyhock room at the Comstock dormitory. Tuesday night there
will be a formal dinner at the
Graver hotel in Fargo and Tuesday
a luncheon at the Powers Coffee
Shop. On Tuesday afternoon there
will be an April Fool dance for
the delegates in the big gym. Fol
lowing this the department will
have an April Fool tea for the dele
gates in order that they may meet
the faculty and faculty wives. Mrs.
MacLean, Miss Lommen, Miss Isa
bel Kulzer, and Mrs. Ed Hammer
will pour.
On April 2, 3, 4, 5 the Central
District of the American Associa
tion for Health, Physical Educa
tion and Recreation will hold its
annual convention in Fargo and
Moorhead.
A number of the faculty are on
the committees for this convention.
A rural section on Friday after
noon at the Moorhead High school
will have as members of its discus
sion panel Miss Kleppe. Miss Corneliussen, Mr. Michaels, Miss Frick,
and Miss McKellar from the college
and Miss Ellen Anderson, Clay
County Supt. of Schools, and Miss
Carolyn Evingson, Supt. of Cass Co.
Schools. Among those who will
speak at this session is Mr. Nels
Johnson of the art department who
will tell of an interesting project
of correlation of hand craft with
play equipment.
On Saturday at the last general
session there will be a demonstra
tion of grade teaching. Among
those who will take part are Miss
Gretchen Rehfield, teacher at Sharp
School and an MS graduate; Bill
Corcoran, former MS student who
teaches at Calloway; and Miss DeEtte Hopkins of the Campus School
kindergarten.
The convention consists of gen
eral sessions, the speakers being
some of the most outstanding fig
ures in modern physical education.
There are also group sessions and
demonstrations for Men's and Wom
en's sports, dancing, research, ther
apeutics, recreation, teacher train
ing, camping, and others.
This group believes that one of
the fine things about a convention
is the opportunity to meet people
from other schools. For this reason
this program . includes a "State
Luncheon" where those from each
state sit together at one table. There
is also a big convention dinner and
every evening session ends with a
period of social dancing. The gen
eral and social sessions will be held
at Town Hall in the Gardner Hotel
which is convention headquarters.
There is a special rate to stud
ents. A visit to the commercial ex
hibit alone is usually more than
worth while.

ZERVAS MARKET
Quality Meats
Fancy Cheese & Sausages
612 Center Avenue

Moorhead

FLOWERS
For
All Occasions
BRIGGS FLORAL CO.
721 Center Av. Dial 3-1373

Dragons Given Daily
News Trophy In Chapel
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Big Gym; 20 Out
Some twenty-odd men have
shown up for initial baseball prac
tice sessions being held in the big
gym. Coach Fred Kellett is teach
ing physical education at Pargo
High School and will not be at
practice for a few days. Herb
Colmer is taking charge until Coach
Kellett returns.
Lettermen who hqve shown up
are Odis LeGrand, Gordon Hundeby, Leo Rengel, Russell Bergford,
Florian Karels, Joe Taschuk, and
Herb Colmer. Other veterans of last
year are Harold and Howard Erickson, and Maurice Zuehlsdorff.
New men who reported Monday
are Marvin Kuhn, Donald Handegaard. Pete Ingberg, Hugo Lehrer,
Jack Evert, Floyd Garven, and Leland Fett.
If you plan to go and watch
the team practce, it would be wise
to throw your hat in first because
home plate is directly in front of
the door. And if you go to the other
end of the gym look out for broken
glass because that is the outfield
and potential home runs are con
tinually bouncing off the windows.
There are still plenty of positions
to be filled so if you've ever had
any baseball experience get your
glove and report to Herb Colmer.
Better late than never! !

The Moorhead Daily News, as weU
as the Concordia Cobbers, must not
desire to see the MSTC Dragons
take possession of the Daily News
Intra-City championship trophy,
which the Dragons won in the past
cage season by defeating the Cobbers twice.
On his way up to school to pre
sent the trophy at a special chapel
program, Brice Worthington, Daily
News sports editor, slipped on the
ice and fell, breaking the base of
the trophy. It will be necessary to
order a new base before the trophy
can be put in the trophy case,
Coach Hammer said, but we do
have it, and that's the important
thing.

Track Team To -Enter
Aberdeen Relays April 25
With the spring weather rapidly
drying up the ground and the
track, Coach Hammer hopes to
begin working outdoors with the
track men by the end of next week.
... Several of the boys have been
working out in the gym daily, as
have the baseballers, and should be
rounding into shape before they
begin working out on the track.
The first track meet of the season
is against Aberdeen April 25, fol
lowed by the Dragon Relays on
May 3.
For track suits, see either Coach
Ed Hammer or "Curls" Nelson, who
has charge of equipment.

jiK Training
Table
Talk
L w A Roy Heinecke

f-V)

"Come and join our synagogue,' sung to the tune of any oriental
rythym, and "Your dough belongs to Rabbi", hummed to the melody of
My Heart Belongs to Daddy, seem to be parts of Rabbi Jung's and
Rabbi Fielder's unfinished symphony in off-key minor.
Brother Jung and Fieder have very extravagant plans for the
construction of a synagogue, location not as yet selected, for the
purpose of spreading their religion among the susceptibles of MSTC.
At the present time, nightly prayer meetings are conducted in the
vacated warming house just east of the campus, but it is hoped that
the flock of loyal sheep will expand rapidly, therefore hurrying the
erection of the new synagogue.
Rabbi Fielder informs us that there is $.87% in the treasury at
the present time—somebody got in for 12% cents! As William (Epstein)
Jung, Bob (Goldberg) Fielder, Dan ((Gettysburg) Murphy, and myself,
Ginsberg Heinecke, are the charter members of the organization, and
Murphy and myself were the last members to subscribe, then it seems
that it was one of us who got in for only 12% cents—and I know it
wasn't me! !
Flash! ! ! Pete (Ingberg) Ingberg has just been added to the grow
ing list of members, and with his signing of the pledge we have just
struck upon a new and novel idea.
The five charter members of our organization have decided to unite
in the common cause for the purpose of forming a four man relay
track team, with the fifth man to be used as an alternate. He will also
sell hot dogs and hamburgers (strictly beef! !) when not running.
Rabbi Fielder has suggested that the relay team be called the Rabbi
Rabbits. The charter members, and others with enough cash, will vote
on this name at the next meeting.
In fact, we may decide to name the entire organization the Rabbi
Rabbits, in the hopes that it will multiply faster.
As this is a young organization, we will need the support of a great
portion of the student body. We must secure funds for the erection
of the new synagogues!
Watch the bulletin board for future announcements, and don't
forget our next synagogue meeting—and more important still, don't
forget your cash! !
Sincerely yours,
The Rabbi Rabbits

Moorhead Minnesota
Travelers Checks
Safe-Deposit Boxes
Real Estate Loans

Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

Bergland Oil Co.

"SELF CONTROLLED, MIRROR PHOTOGRAPHY"

Complete

It s new, it's different. Gets better results because you take the
picture. YOU take the picture. You watch your expression in a
• rge mirror and when it reflects your personality you take the
picture.

One Stop Service
—Quality Products—
5th St. & 1st Ave. S., Moorhead

INTRODUCTORY OFFER—4

3 by 5 pictures $1.00

SCHRAMM'S STUDIO
Over Woolworth's

2%

Broadway

GROSZ STUDIO
Dial 3-1718

Moorhead, Minn.

Dresses - Shoes - Hosiery
Lingerie - Coats - Etc.
TEACHERS & STUDENTS ARE
CORDIALLY INVITED TO
COME AND SEE US.

Moorhead, Minnesota

Official School Photographer
Mail Or Leave Your Films
8 Prints and Two ox7 Enlargements
or 16 Prints for fcvC
Reprints, any size

SPORTS
Dragons Win One; / f / f E y g f i f y S c h e d u l e d F o r
Lose One, Id InterA
Jit
City Tournament Df( t £0tt RBI$J/S Of!

2

The MSTC Dragons, playing for
SCHEDULE OF EVENTS
tatt Siegel's Clothiers, were elim„ ,
„
F,fth Annual "Dragon Relays"
rnated ht the semi-finals of the
YMCA A11-City basketball -J;-ourne.—Held at_the Moorhead State Teach
ment Wednesday night, losing to ers" tiolleger- Maqrhead, Minnesota
May 27~IMT ~—
the Powers Coffee Shop quintet
Preliminaries
34-32. Ex-captain Chuck Putney led
the Dragon scorers with 14 points *2:00 P. M.—High School Discus
Throw.
while Captain-elect Herb Colmer
*2:10 P. M—College Shot Put.
garnered 6 to take second.
The team had won their first- *2:20 P. M.—H. S. Pole Vault.
round game on Tuesday night, de *2:30 P. M.—Broad Jump.
feating Interstate Business College *2:45 P. M.—Shot Put.
33-22. Herb Colmer led the Dragon 3:00 P. M.—100 Yard Dash, H. S.
scoring with 9 points while "Curls" 3:15 P. M.—100 Yard Dash, College
Nelson took second with 6.
3:35 P. M.—200 Yard Low Hurdles,
The team was hampered severely
High School.
both nights, not being used to the 3:35 P. M.—Javelin Throw, College.
small gymnasium. This was further 3:55 P. M.—120 Yard High Hurdles,
proven when the NDAC and Con
College.
cordia quints, playing for Grand
* These five events will be run to
Recreation and Deep Rock Service, completion.
respectively, were also eliminated.
The Relays and Finals
They were both defeated by the 8:15 P. M—120 Yard High Hurdles
Fargo Ramblers; NDAC on Tuesday
College.
night and the Cobbers on Wednes 8:20 P. M.—Javelin Throw, College
day.
8:25 P. M.—200 Yard Low Hurdles,
Both the Ramblers and the Pow
High School.
ers quint have been playing in the 8:30 P. M.—High Jump, College.
YMCA gym all season and probably 8:30 P. M.—440 Yard Relay, "Class
B" H. S.
for several seasons, for that matter.
8:35 P. M.—440 Yard Relay, "Class
Thus they were not handicapped
A" H S
like the college teams who are used 8:40 P. M.—440 Yard Relay, Jr. H
S. (F-M)
to playing on larger courts.
Box scores of the two Dragon 8:45 P. M.—440 Yard Relay, College
8:55 P. M.—100 Yard Dash, High
games appear below:
School.
MSTC
FG FT PF TP
Colmer
2 2 0 6
Erickson
0 0 1 0
Nelson
2 1 1 5
Putney
6 2 4 14
Fielder
1 2 1 4
Ryan
0 1 1 1
Jacobson
1 0 0 2
Remark
0 0 0 0
Garven
0 0 0 0

Elmer

BERG'S

DeLuxe
Barbershop

Totals
12 8 8 32
Powers Coffee Shop FG FT PF TP
Henning
1 0 1 2
Kromer
2 2 1 6
Frankosky
3 1 0 7
Rukke
3 1 1 7
Svobodny
0 0 1 0
Warner
3 1 2 7
Lysaker
2 1 1 5
Totals

14

6

7 34

MSTC
Colmer
Jacobson
Nelson
Fielder
Erickson
Ryan

FG FT PF TP
3 3 1 9
0 0 1 0
2 2 1 6
2 3 2 7
3 1 2 7
1 2 0 4

Totals
Interstate
Marquardt
Whitnack
R. Olson
Holsen
E. Olson
Wheeler
White

11 11 7 33
FG FT PF TP
1 0 1 2
3 0 3 6
4 1 3 8
0 0 2 0
0 0 3 0
3 0 3 6
0 0 2 0

Totals

11

Haircut, Tonic, Oil
Dress, Shampoo
ALL FOR 50c
Across From the Grand

AP
3c

9:00 P. M.—100 Yard Dash, College
9:05 P. M.—2 Mile Race, College.
9:20 P. M—880 Yard. Relay, "Class
B" H. S.
9:25 P. M.—880 Yard Relay, "Class
A" H. S.
9:30 P.-M.—880 Yard Relay, College
*9:45 P. M.—Sprint Medley, "Class
B" H S
*9:55 P. M.—Sprint MedTej^'tClass
A" H. S.
*10:55 P. M.—Sprint Medley College
10:15 P. M.—Mile Relay, "Class A"
H. S.
10:25 P. M.—Mile Relay, College
* The Sprint Medley Relay will
be run in the following order: 440,
220, 220, 880.

High School Classification
"Class A" High Schools are those
schools enrolling 250 or more stu
dents in their senior high school.
"Class B" High Schools are those
schools whose enrollment does not
reach 250 students.
Eligibility
All high school athletes compet
ing in the Dragon Relays must meet
the eligibility rules, as specified by
the State Athletic League, in the
States of which each athlete is a
resident.
All college athletes taking part in
the Dragon Relays must be in good
standing in the conference in which
their school has membership.
E. J. Hammer, Manager

Coast To Coast Store
Hardware—Auto Supplies
Sporting Goods
622 Center Avenue

ARLENE
Beauty Shop
Over Newberry's
TRY OUR SPECIALS

YOUR PLACEMENT PROBLEM
Solved without unnecessary expense... Test this agency—Be Convinced.
Teachers Application Handbook with enrollment. Write

SCHUMMERS SCHOOL SERVICE
910 Lumber Ex. Bldg. Mineapolls, Minn.
"Your Friendly Teachers' Agency"

NEUBARTH'S
JEWELRY
Moorhead

Minnesota

The City Hall is across the Street

1 17 22

KELVINATOR

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
Checking Accounts
Auto Loans
Personal Loans

Western MiSTiC

ELECTRIC RANGES and
REFRIGERATORS or EASY WASHERS
"THE BIGGEST BUY IN WASHERS"

VALLEY A P P L I A N C E CO.
West of Comstock Hotel
MOORHEAD, MINNESOTA

BUSINESS TRAINING
A business education is the best investment a young person can
make. The demand for trained workers is far greater than the sup
ply. Every week we hav more calls for skilled workers than we are
able to fill.
If interested in a course in business training, call at the office,
phone 2-2477, or write for particulars.

INTERSTATE BUSINESS COLLEGE
Fargo, North Dakota

Let the George's Do It

GEORGE'S
SHOE PARLOR
Service
While You Wait
NO. 4
FOURTH ST. SO.
Moorhead, Minn.

SHEAFFER
Pens and Pencils
$1 to $10

Complete Drug Service

LEE PHARMACY
520 Center Ave.

Moorhead

MILK

VICTORIA CAFE

Pure, Fresh, and Wholesome
Also, Other High-Quality Products

Under New
Management of

DIAL 3-1385

Mrs. J. P. Bailey

CASS-CLAY CO-OP CREAMERY CO.

407 CENTER AVE.
Moorhead, Minnesota
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Groups Set Dates Of
Spring Formal Rushing

Delta Psi Kappa
Participate In
Two Conventions

rqamz

Completion of spring rushing with the teas last Sunday afternoon
Activities of the next week for resulted in the pledging of two co-eds to the campus social sororities.
Delta Psi Kappa, women's physical pians for spring dances and other social events are also being made,
education fraternity, will include
Elaine Wilcox Pledged
bridge Saturday afternoon, March
participation in two conventions
pledging service was held for 29, at 1:30 in Ingleside.
which are to be held in Moorhead Biaine wilcox, Buffalo, N. D., at Dorothy Jones Pledges Gamma Nu
and Fargo. March 31 and April 1, tbe Beta chi meeting, Wednesday
Pledging services were held by
members of the organization will evening. Initiation of Sophie Mik- Gamma Nu for Dorothy Jones,
be assisting Miss Frick and Miss uiicb Bessemer, Michigan, and Lor- Moorhead, on Wednesday evening.
McKellar with registration of worn- rajne Runnie, Campbell, will occur The Spring Dance will be at the
(Continued from Page One)
(Continued from Page One)
en
around ct
a uuimnu
definite _ Physical
education directorsqv-iof
Plans
the first meeting after Easter Gardner Hotel on May 17.
Interprative Artist
her program diuuiiu
•
H at
^
colleges in
the~ Central District and
vacation.
were made for the weekend
party.
On the concert platform, as in theme,
The sorority meeting next Tues- Graduating seniors met to draw up
her personal life, the same disarmMiss Rickman, (Mrs. Gordon in will also be co-hostesses at a tea
Rho Lambda Chi met in Ingle- ingly friendly manner, the warm private life) studied in Chicago, and given for the women directors.
day night will be at the home of a new ceremonial for retiring offic
side Monday, March 24, to initiate sincerity
3, active members of Delta mi-s Harry Aarneson,
at
which
ers.
naive joy
joy in
music spent
one yeai
year teaching
an eieele- — April
auu naive
ni her
nei inusic
spent, one
leacuuig in
ni ail
. Tr„__„ „.i;i , .,,, „ i„nnhonn
~ ,
—
;
forty-three new members. The ini sincerity and
A gift committee consisting of
6 a glft
resented 10
and
in
the
public
before
her;
and
mentary
school.
Her
appearance
chanter
o^
H™
,P
Katherine Zarling, Breckenxidge,
tiates are mostly freshmen who above all, a modesty of demeanor here marks the end of her concert ;P
sorority by the alums.
t tVl„ r'aidneiTnte,
have completed two terms of work
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"Everything To Wear"

Rrickman

Maynor

Forty Three Join
Rho Lambda Chi

MALVEY
Service Station

ROXY Theatre

GWEN EASTER

Will Model These
Shoes Saturday
Afternoon 1-5 p. m.

W. G. WOODWARD

Victor McLaglen
Ann Nagel

Dry Goods, Clothing, Shoes

DR. L. M. DAHL
Dentist

Ladies' and Gents' Furnishings,
Millinery

First Nafl. Bank Bldg.

Center Avenue - Moorhead

Moorhead

Dial 3-0570

HISTORIC CHURCHES IN THE UNITED STATES

In almost every State of the Union are old and historic churches ot
all denominations, whose colorful and romantic history pictures the
early days in America. Fifty-three such churches are included in
the booklet, Historic Churches in the United States. Illustrated
with fine photographs, the text includes, besides historical data,
many little Incidents which show that the rugged pioneers were not
without their humor. You will find it excellent reading, informa
tive and entertaining.
—USE THIS COUPON,—
The Fargo Forum Information Bureau,
Frederic J. Haskin, Director
I enclose herewith TEN CENTS in coin (carefully wrapped in
papier) for a copy
Name
Street or Rural Route
Qlty
State
(Mail to Washington, D. C.)

LOOK

YOUR

LOVELIEST

THIS

EASTER

Mch. 30-Apr.

3rd—Sun-Thu.

"LUCKY PARTNERS"
with

Ginger Rogers
Ronald Colman

ISIS THEATRE
Now Showing—Fri.-Sat.

"WAGONS
WESTWARD"

with
Anita Louise and Chester Morris
FIRST RUN
Mar. 30-31—Sun.-Mon.

"WHAT A LIFE"

with
Jackie Cooper and Betty Field

At the Theatres
One Week Starting
Saturday, March 29th
GINGER ROGERS
In her Academy Award Winning
Role as Christopher Motley's

"KITTY 10YLK"
GRAND • 15

- t

Today and Tomorrow

"NIGHT TRAIN"
We will clean your garments
in clear, filtered fluids

-

-

-

carefully press and finish them,
see that all repairs are made.

• • •
DIAL
3-0112

i

J&on'Yriteb
CLEANERS

with
Margaret Lockwood

NORTHERN
LIGHTS
ATHLETIC
CLOTHING
Sweaters
Athletic Coats
Sweat Outfits
Jerseys
Sweat Sox — Shoes
At Special School
Prices

Will also be hostess
for the

HERBST SHOE
DEPARTMENT
Gwen Easter

Complete Outfitters of
Athletic Teams.
We Carry Teaching
Supplies of All Kinds.

m

*

Northern

BROWN ' N WNITi
BLACK ' N WHITE
BLUE ' N W H I T E
SADDLE COLOR

School
Supply Co.
8th St. and N. P. Ave.,

Fargo

state-'
I- i iiaj a .id Saturday
John Garfield - Pat OBrien

HEADQUARTERS

AMATEUR VODVIL
Every Friday at 9 P M.

M O O^ITE "Ami

Parker Fountain
Pens and Pencils

Now Showing—Fri.-Sat.

MOORHEAD DRUG CO.

Pat O'Brien — James Cagney
Ann Sheridan

A. S. Signrdson, Owner
516 Center Ave.

"FLOWING GOLD"

For the Famous

BROWN ' N WHITE
BLACK ' N WHITE
BEIGE ' N BROWN
BLUE ' N W H I T E
ALL-WHITE
NATURAL

"TOBRID ZONE"

Beautiful, Clean, Refined, Modern

KENNY SUTTON & Orchestra
Saturday, March 29

CRYSTAL

Ladies- 21c

Tax Included

Gents - 51c

